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Project at IAS-STS: Future-Making between Science, Technology and Everyday Life: 

Exploring cultures of prediction in algorithmic calculations of body and health. The project 

looks at “cultures of prediction” from an everyday perspective. To this end, I will reconsider 

ethnographic research material on two digital devices that rely on predictive algorithms to 

“tame” the uncertainty of bodily processes while having to accept the uncertainty of predictive 

knowledge (statistic probabilities). Device 1 is an epidemiological risk score used as risk 

calculator and decision-aid in the prevention of cardiovascular disease. Device 2 is concerned 



with a mobile app genre, i.e. period-tracking apps, which support both self-observation and 

the calculation of menstrual cycles and menstruating bodies. By juxtaposing these two 

exemplary cases of health/body being made calculable and predictable, I explore, especially 

with regard to the different temporalities and time horizons of the forecasts, how statistical 

predictions are shaped, negotiated and reshaped in everyday practices of decision- and 

future-making. Conceptually, the term “cultures of prediction” serves as reference point to 

discuss the ways people make sense of predictive results and life’s potentialities, 

encountering and co-creating hypothesized and imagined futures.   
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